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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following statements about current area and
planned area are correct? (Multiple choice)
A. CME provides a current data area and a number of planned
data area
B. Current data area is used to store the configuration data of
the current network, only can browse, cannot delete, modify
C. Planned data area data can be modified, configured, deleted
D. The configuration data of the NEs in the network are
synchronized to the current and planned zones simultaneously
through the CME synchronization function

Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Which option describes the results of running the configuration
on a Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switch?
A. A scheduler job named Backup-cfg runs daily at 2:00.
B. A scheduler job named Backup runs twice daily.
C. A scheduler job named Backup runs daily at 2:00 and save the
configuration to a file named backup-cfg.
D. A scheduler job named Backup backs up the configuration to a
file named backup-cfg.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Progress Report Begin
B. Query Subcube
C. Get Data From Aggregation
D. Execute MDX Script Begin
E. Calculate Non Empty Begin
F. Query Begin
Answer: F

NEW QUESTION: 4
Drag and drop the DHCP client states from the left into the
standard order in which the Client passes through them on the
right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
* Initializing
* Selecting
* Requesting
* Bound
* Renewing
* Rebinding
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/ip/dynamic-address-a
llocation-resolution/27470-100.html
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